
 

 
 
 
The Management of BIT Spa put particular attention when it comes to respect environmental rules and it is 
constantly and actively engaged in preventing and protecting the delicate environment balance. For these 
reasons, BIT’s employees are requested to operate professionally by respecting the rules and standards fixed by 
the internal operative procedures. BIT Spa is also trying to increase the sensibility of their employees to the respect 
of the environment by periodic training courses on different environmental topics. 
 
In order to sensibly increase BIT Standards and with the purpose of achieving to a better efficiency toward the 
market’s demands, BIT’s Managements has elaborated an Environmental Policy, here below better explained: 

- Carrying out all the production activities, in total security preventing any sort of damages to the 
environment; 

- Operate on total respects of the technical rules and laws related to the environmental impacts caused 
by company’s regular production activities; 

- Take appropriate corrective actions after incidents or dangerous events which have occurred during 
production activities; analyzing the causes which has determinate them in order to improve the 
prevention and protection standards and reduce the environmental impact; 

- Periodic evaluations of internal activities in order to identify possible situation of environmental risks and 
with the scope of also verifying the improvements made to ensure the Policy’s application; 

- Using all the efforts to constantly improve the System of Environmental Management; 
- Involving our suppliers so that they can also adopt an environmental Policy in accordance with BIT’s 

Standards; 
- Arrange a reference chart to fix and exam the scopes and goals achieved. 

 
All the company’s personnel is directly involved in the respect of this Policy and is requested to operate as per 
standards and rules adopted. 
 
This Environmental Policy is communicated to all the people who work and cooperate with BIT Spa, so that 
everybody can be informed of the company’s efforts for the environmental respect and contribute in turn to its 
maintenance. 
 
This Policy is also available for the public consultancy since copies of it has been located in all the rooms where 
visitors are allowed.  
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